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PROGRAMME

Registration with tea & coffee From 9.00am
Welcome and opening remarks (Calum Duncan, Marine Conservation Society) 9.30
Keynote talk Mairi Gougeon, MSP, Minister for Rural Affairs and the

Natural Environment
9.35 – 10.00

Presentation session (chaired by Prof. John Baxter, Marine Scientist)
Talk 1 The role of MCCIP in understanding, and responding to,

marine climate change impacts (Paul Buckley, Marine
Climate Change Impacts Partnership)

10.00 – 10.15

Talk 2 Climate impacts on Scottish fish stocks and ideas for
adapting the fishing industry (Tara Marshall, University
of Aberdeen)

10.15 – 10.30

Break (tea, coffee and refreshments)
Talk 3 Coastal communities adapting to climate change (Neil

Thomson, Fair Isle Marine Research Organisation)
11.00 – 11.15

Talk 4 Adaptation for the future: A case for meaningful youth
involvement (Naomi Arnold, Chair of Climate 2050
Young Leader’s Development Programme/Fidra)

11.15 – 11.30

Panel discussion/Q&A (facilitated by Prof. John Baxter, Marine Scientist) 11.30 – 12.15
Introduction to workshops and conference photograph (Calum Duncan) 12.15
Lunch and networking

Workshop 1 Marine Protected Areas, biodiversity and climate
change (Sarah Cunningham, Scottish Natural Heritage)

13.30 – 15.00

Workshop 2 #Scotland Adapts: changing behaviours for a changing
climate (Scottish Government Climate Change
Adaptation team)

Workshop 3 Marine habitat restoration for ecosystem resilience –
opportunities and challenges (Richard Lilley, Project
Seagrass; Calum Duncan, DEEP)

Break (tea, coffee and refreshments)
Plenary and workshop feedback (Workshop leads to feedback, chaired by
Prof. Beth Scott, University of Aberdeen)

15.30

Closing remarks (Prof. Beth Scott) 16.20

Sea Scotland 2019 is sponsored by the following organisations:

Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation,
High School Yards, Infirmary St., Edinburgh.EH1 1LZ
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THE SEA SCOTLAND CONFERENCE SERIES

Sea Scotland is an annual conference, now in its 4th year, which aims to bring together key actors
and facilitate discussion on critical issues facing the marine environment in Scotland to support
progressive marine policy and management.

Our society and businesses need to adapt to climate change impacts that are now inevitable. Nature
can help us adapt, limiting the risks and providing some new opportunities, but nature may itself
need to adapt to changing physical and chemical conditions. To be ‘climate ready’ we need to:

· Help ecosystems to function naturally, to be as resilient as possible and able to provide us
with many benefits;

· Identify, protect and where possible enhance the features and functions of nature that help
shield us from the negative effects of climate change;

· Ensure businesses and communities will be robust to projected changes that may affect their
physical infrastructure or the natural resources upon which they depend;

· Help people, nature and businesses to adapt to climate change, by making it easier to take
action and make the right choices.

The challenge is intellectual in terms of the required scientific knowledge and policy drivers, but
also behavioural. At the levels of the individual, communities, organisations and businesses, we
seek wider spread change in the choices and actions people take; we call these adaptation
behaviours.

The overall objectives of Sea Scotland 2019 are to:

· Raise awareness of climate change adaptation with a broad audience, encouraging
innovative thinking and action;

· Encouraging integrated policy and action on climate change adaptation across
stakeholders, from communities and businesses to regional planners and decision-
makers;

· Contribute to awareness-raising and implementation of the Scottish Government’s
Climate Change Adaptation Programme;

· Produce a report that captures stakeholder views on climate change adaptation and
priorities; showcase different perspectives of climate change to highlight entry points for
adaptation.

Sea Scotland 2018, Kinghorn beach clean © Chris Leakey
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Mairi Gougeon, MSP, Minister for Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment

Mairi is the constituency MSP for Angus North and Mearns and Scottish Government Minister for
Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment.  Her political life started in 2007 when she was elected to
Angus Council serving the people of Brechin and Edzell.  In that role, she developed a range of policy
interests from Rural Affairs, Economic Development and Europe. As an MSP she has organised a
number of campaigns notably on the retention of mental health services at Stracathro Hospital,
making the case to speed up rural broadband implementation by holding regular broadband specific
surgeries and she received a commendation for her work as the species champion of the hen harrier.

PRESENTATIONS

The role of MCCIP in understanding, and responding to, marine climate change impacts
Paul Buckley, Marine Climate Change Impacts Partnership

Since 2005, UK Marine Climate Change Impacts Partnership (MCCIP) has provided a co-ordinating
framework for the UK, transferring high quality evidence on marine climate change impacts, and
guidance on adaptation, to decision makers and wider stakeholders. Here we discuss the role of the
partnership and provide an overview of UK marine climate change impacts, including specific
examples from Scotland. Joint adaptation initiatives with industry and conservation bodies are
highlighted, and the upcoming launch of the next full report card discussed.

Paul Buckley works at the science to policy interface, communicating the impacts of marine climate
change to end users. As programme manager for the Marine Climate Change Impacts Partnership
(MCCIP) in the UK, he helps draw together impacts evidence from across the scientific community
and translates it for use by non-specialist audiences. He also works with industry and conservation
agencies to support adaptation and has led work packages as part of EU projects on wider ocean
literacy and marine climate change public perception studies. Paul has recently worked on marine
climate change initiatives in the Pacific and Caribbean Regions, as well as in the Middle East.

Climate impacts on Scottish fish stocks and ideas for adapting the fishing industry
Tara Marshall, University of Aberdeen

The ability of the fishing industry to adapt to climate change depends on its adaptive capacity,
however, fishers may not recognise a need for adaptation because they do not view climate change
as a salient issue, have low risk perceptions of climate change and/or are sceptical of its impacts. A
recent report commissioned by Fisheries Innovation Scotland (FIS) reviewed global evidence for
climate change impacts on the distribution and growth of commercial fish stocks and concluded that
warming has already impacted UK fish stocks including distribution and yields. As future impacts are
nearly certain there is a need to undertake adaptation planning. The FIS report reviewed approaches
to adaptation planning in Australia, the UK and the US. Australian fisheries have relatively high
vulnerability to climate change and it is an issue of high salience to the fishing industry. Australia has
developed a highly participatory adaptation planning process for identifying which adaptation
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options are low risk, high feasibility and highly beneficial on a stock-by-stock basis. Partnerships
between industry, government, and academia are key to the adaptation planning. The UK fishing
industry has lower vulnerability to climate change and consequently the issue is of lower salience
leading to lower adaptive capacity. A recent Seafish report consulted industry stakeholders to
identify feasible adaptation responses that the industry could adopt including reviewing national
quota allocations in relation to “relative stability”, improving safety of crew and vessels, developing
the evidence base for climate impacts, and improving relationships between science and industry to
promote knowledge exchange.

Over the last 20 years Tara Marshall’s research has focused on the causes and consequences of
variation in growth, condition, maturation, reproduction, and recruitment of commercial fish species
in the North Sea, Scotian Shelf, Barents Sea and Southern Ocean and the implications of this variation
for fisheries management. Currently, she is undertaking research related to climate change impacts
on fish populations, sustainable management, stakeholder engagement, spatial management, and
real-time reporting. She collaborates extensively with the fishing industry in Scotland on a range of
projects that aim to improve how the fishing industry engage with the applied science of
sustainability. She also teaches in the University of Aberdeen’s degree programmes in Marine Biology
(BSc) and Applied Marine and Fisheries Ecology (MSc) and has recently taught a short course on fish
biology in The Business of Fishing, a course delivered to Scottish fishers.

Coastal communities adapting to climate change
Neil Thomson, Fair Isle Marine Research Organisation

Meteorologists and scientists have been increasingly vocal about the effects of human-induced
climate change for several decades, and in more recent years scientific evidence has caught up with
their theories and fears. Coastal islands and their communities are at the forefront of the physical
effects of climate change and are already seeing its impacts. This talk is an illustrated reflection on
life in the remote island community of Fair Isle, Shetland, how its people and infrastructure is
affected by the changing environment, how they respond to these changes and where they are now.

Neil Thompson was born and spent his early life in Stromness, moving to Fair Isle at the age of 5 and
experiencing an idyllic childhood on this remote island. After leaving school Neil joined the Met Office
at a time when climate change was an increasingly apparent threat, but little political action was
being taken. Now resident on Fair Isle again, Neil works as a ferry operator for the community. He is
also involved in a number of local marine initiatives, including the Fair Isle Demonstration and
Research MPA, the Fair Isle Bird Observatory (which was recently tragically destroyed in a fire) and
the Fair Isle Marine Research Organisation, which aims to advance environmental protection and
recovery through research and community engagement.

Adaptation for the Future: A case for meaningful youth involvement
Naomi Arnold, Chair of Climate 2050 Young Leader’s Development Programme

Climate change is the most pressing issue facing the human population. So much so that over a
million young people in around 130 countries across the globe have been striking, calling for greater
action and commitments from the ‘grown-ups’. Naomi Arnold, Project Officer at Fidra, and volunteer
for 2050 Climate Group, will highlight the impacts of climate change on Scotland’s marine
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environments, as well as the efforts made every day by young people throughout Scotland. This
presentation will ask attendees to consider what they can do to alleviate the pressures of climate
change in both their personal and professional spheres of influence, and how they can meaningfully
integrate young people into their initiatives and work.

Naomi Arnold’s career has primarily focused on environmental education and engagement, with a
variety of demographics. She currently works for Fidra, an environmental charity based in North
Berwick, which shines the light on environmental issues, locally and globally, with a focus on
chemical and plastic pollution. Fidra achieves this by working closely with communities, industry and
politicians, providing scientific evidence and best practice solutions. Outside of her professional role
with Fidra, Naomi sits on the Board of Directors for Central Scotland Green Network Trust and is a
dedicated volunteer for 2050 Climate Group. 2050 Climate Group aims to educate and engage young
people about climate and environmental issues, developing their skills to become empowered leaders
for a low carbon transition in their personal, professional and political spheres of influence.

Young people’s climate change protest © Lily O’Mahoney
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WORKSHOPS

Marine Protected Areas, biodiversity and climate change
Sarah Cunningham, Scottish Natural Heritage

It is envisaged that MPAs will be contributing to adaptation to climate change impacts for both
nature (e.g. by improving overall ecosystem resilience) and people (e.g. by protecting or enhancing
functions and wider benefits of nature). However, opportunity remains to make our MPA network
more ‘climate-ready’, not only in terms of their features and functions, but also by ensuring the
governance system is fit-for-purpose. This workshop will focus on how to optimise the role of MPAs
in adapting to climate change. Two introductory presentations will provide some context to the
MPAs in Scotland and their potential roles in climate change, particularly blue carbon (Sarah
Cunningham and John Baxter). Smaller groups will be will be asked to discuss and explore three key
aspects of MPAs and climate change. Firstly, what are the most important roles for MPAs in climate
change that we should be focussing on and communicating? Secondly, how we can help them adapt
to climate change and finally, what do we need that we don’t currently have to support this. Topics
to explore around this include MPA management, planning and science gaps. This work will help
inform further thinking about climate change being taken forward by SNH.

Sarah Cunningham has a degree in Marine Biology and a Masters in Marine Resource Development
and Protection. Her PhD at Heriot Watt University focussed on satellite remote sensing of coral reefs
and other habitats, and reef fish habitat associations. She worked for Argyll and Bute Council, where
she was involved developing coastal zone management plans and aquaculture planning and the
delivery of SAC management actions. Sarah was manager of the SSMEI Sound of Mull project, which
delivered a marine spatial plan for the area. She has worked with SNH for 9 years focussing on MPA
designation, management and reporting. This has included the designation of the Inner Hebrides and
the Minches SAC for harbour porpoise, Nature Conservation MPAs and more recently she have been
involved in managing preparations for 4 new possible MPAs for cetaceans and basking sharks. Her
role includes the provision of advice to Scottish Government, externals and internal staff on the
impacts of activities on protected features which includes the development of site conservation
objectives and management advice.  She is interested in trying to improve our understanding of the
climate change implications for MPAs to allow SNH to improve its advice going forwards.

#Scotland Adapts: changing behaviours for a changing climate
Scottish Government Climate Change Adaptation team

The workshop will outline the development of the second Scottish Climate Adaptation Programme,
particularly considering climate change adaptation behaviours at the individual and organisational
levels. We will utilise the Individual, Social, Material (ISM) tool to address marine and coastal climate
change risks. Workshop participants will draw out current and future behaviours and actions.

The Scottish Government Climate Change Adaptation Team is currently finalising the next Scottish
Climate Change Adaptation Programme. Dr Lorraine Gormley is Policy Manager within the team, she
leads on the natural environment aspects of climate change adaptation and has held previous roles
in climate change behaviours, biodiversity and agri-environment. She has a background in
environmental science and ecology. Dr Alex Hilliam is director of Hilliam Research and Analysis and is
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a highly experienced social researcher and behaviour change specialist, combining a strong academic
background with over 15 years of experience working in sustainability, research and consultancy
across the public, private and third sectors.

Marine habitat restoration for ecosystem resilience – opportunities and challenges
Richard Lilley, Project Seagrass; Calum Duncan, DEEP

Seagrasses are flowering plants
(angiosperms) that have adapted
over millions of years to life in
the sea. The meadows that
seagrasses form play an
important role in keeping our
oceans healthy and stocked with
food. Seagrass provides a home
for all kinds of marine life, this
includes food fishes, like cod and
plaice, but also endangered
species such as seahorse.
Additionally, seagrasses also
absorb large amounts of carbon
dioxide from the surrounding
seawater, and so help have a
role in climate mitigation. But
seagrasses globally are being lost

at a rate of about two football fields every hour, and in the UK over the last century we’ve lost at
least half of our seagrass coverage. Their reintroduction into previous known seagrass sites, in which
current environmental conditions are favourable, provides significant opportunity to enhance
recovery and support biodiversity. In the 1990’s, the British Government under their Biodiversity
Action Plan for Zostera marina proposed the restoration of up to 1000 hectares. We are not aware
that any effort was ever made to achieve this target. Indeed, to date, the have been no successful
full-scale seagrass restoration projects in the UK. However, since 2013 Swansea University and
Project Seagrass have been conducting a range of novel methodological seagrass restoration trials.
This work has built on methods and evidence from the world’s most successful restoration projects
situated in Chesapeake Bay, USA. Our project will build upon the knowledge developed to conduct
three major restoration initiatives, one of these initiatives is proposed for Scotland.

Dr Richard Lilley (RJ) is a Founding Director of Project Seagrass, he is principally responsible for their
operations in Scotland. He is also a Teacher of Biology at a secondary school in Edinburgh. He is
passionate about education, particularly marine science communication and outdoor learning. His
academic research focuses on the sustainable supply chain management of small-scale capture
fisheries. Richard is particularly interested in the role of seagrass meadows in providing
local/regional food security. He has over a decade’s experience of working in marine ecosystems. He
has worked in the Caribbean and Mediterranean Seas, the Andaman Sea and in the North Atlantic
Ocean. He is a qualified PADI and BSAC scuba-diving instructor and recreational free diver.

Seagrass bed. © Charlotte Goodlett.
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The Dornoch Environmental Enhancement Project (DEEP) is a ground-breaking initiative to restore
Native European oysters to the Dornoch Firth. It has been pioneered by Glenmorangie in partnership
with Heriot-Watt University and the Marine Conservation Society. The project’s vision is to restore
long-lost oyster reefs to the Firth, to enhance biodiversity and also act in tandem with
Glenmorangie’s new Anaerobic Digestion (AD) plant which is purifying the by-products created
through the distillation process – an environmental first for a Distillery. The AD plant is expected to
purify up to 95% of the waste water that the Distillery releases into the Firth, with the remaining 5%
of the organic waste naturally cleaned by the oysters – nature’s ecosystem champions.

Calum Duncan is Head of Conservation Scotland for the Marine Conservation Society, the leading UK
charity dedicated to protecting our seas, shores and wildlife. A Watt Club medalist for Applied Marine
Biology at Heriot-Watt University, and following a Marine Environmental Protection MSc at
University of Wales Bangor, Calum gained marine conservation experience on projects in Malaysia,
New Zealand and Australia before returning to Scotland and working at St Abbs and Eymouth
Voluntary Marine Reserve and helping design the "Discovery on the Move" outreach for the new
Museum of Scotland. He established the charity’s Scotland conservation programme and Edinburgh
office in April 2000 to raise awareness of Scotland's marine environment, engage people in
MCS conservation projects - including Beachwatch, Seasearch for divers and Basking Shark Watch -
and advocate for ocean recovery. For over ten years, Calum has convened Scottish Environment
LINK's Marine Group and co-ordinated its Save Scottish Seas project, which helped secure the Marine
(Scotland) Act 2010 and resultant National Marine Plan and 31 new Marine Protected Areas (MPAs),
several of which inshore were supported by MCS co-ordinated Seasearch citizen science data,
including South Arran, Loch Sunart, Small Isles and Loch Carron. He is a founding partner with
Glenmorangie and Heriot-Watt University of the Dornoch Environmental Enhancement Project
project and remains committed to working with groups throughout Scotland to help achieve thriving,
well-managed seas.
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DELEGATE LIST

Name Organisation
Aisling Lannin Marine Management Organisation
Alex Hilliam Hilliam Research
Alex Kinninmonth RSPB Scotland
Alexa Morrison Scottish Parliament
Alice Caldwell Marine Conservation Society
Alice Watts Coastal Partnerships Network
Anais Calamia University of Edinburgh
Annette Woodham Xodus Group
Aoife Hutton Keep Scotland Beautiful
Ariana Johnson Scottish Government Energy & Climate Change Directorate
Aster de Vries Lentsch Streamline Research
Beth Scott University of Aberdeen
Caitlin Orr Scottish Natural Heritage
Calum Duncan Marine Conservation Society
Calum MacDonald University of Edinburgh
Carol Barbone University of Aberdeen
Catherine Gemmell Marine Conservation Society
Cecilie Dohm Fauna & Flora International
Charles Nathan RSPB Scotland
Charlie Main University of Highlands and Islands
Chris Leakey Scottish Natural Heritage
Christine Gaebel University of Edinburgh
Clair McFarlan Solway Firth Partnership
Claudia Caporusso University of Stirling
Courtney Peyton Crown Estate Scotland
Dafne Eerkes-Medrano Marine Scotland
Damon Davies Scottish Parliament
David Hunt RSPB Scotland
Dawoon Jung The University of Edinburgh
Deborah Long Scottish Enviroment LINK
Eileen Bresnan Marine Scotland
Elaine Azzopardi University of York
Eleanor McGhie Scottish Government Energy & Climate Change Directorate
Esther Brooker Scottish Environment LINK
fanny royanez The University of Edinburg
Femke de Boer SWFPA
Gemma Lawrence Creative Carbon Scotland
Georgina Reid Solway Firth Partnership
Glenn Jessen Heriot-Watt
Hannah Grist SAMS RESEARCH SERVICES LIMITED
Hannah Lee Heriot Watt
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Hannah Whyte Crown Estate Scotland
Isabel Glasgow Clyde Marine Planning Partnership
Jack Holt Marine Conservation Society
Jacqueline Tweddle University of Aberdeen
James Green Orkney Islands Council
James Harrison University of Edinburgh School of Law
Janie Steele Footprint Alba
Jennifer Smith Xodus Group
Jez Gittins RPS Group
John Baxter Independent
John-Paul Cutting Merchiston Castle School
Joseph Ferris ECAP Consultancy Group
Joseph Hagg Adaptation Scotland
Kara Brydson Fisheries Innovation Scotland
Kate Fuller RSPB Scotland / Inner Forth Futures
Kate Wade Joint Nature Conservation Committee
Kelly Forsythe LTS International
Kerri Whiteside Fauna & Flora International
Lisa Mogensen Joint Nature Conservation Committee
Lorraine Gormley Scottish Government Energy & Climate Change Directorate
Lucy Greenhill Ocean Dialogues Ltd
Lydia Martens Keele University
Lyle Boyle St. Abbs & Eyemouth Voluntary Marine Reserve
Madlaina Michelotti Clyde Marine Planning Partnership
Malcolm Dawe EDINBURGH University
Mario Ray Consultant
Martha Schlegel University of Edinburgh
Melissa McGinley Land Use Consultants Ltd
Meriwether Wilson University of Edinburgh
Naomi Arnold 2050 Climate Group/Fidra
Natalie Hirst GoBe Consultants Ltd
Neil Thomson Fair Isle Marine Research Organisation
Nic Coombey Solway Firth Partnership
Nicci Buckley JBA Consulting
Nick Everett Scottish Natural Heritage
Omar Al-Dulaimi University of the West of Scotland
Paul Buckley Marine Climate Change Impacts Partnership
Peadar O'Connell RSPB Scotland
Penny Nelson WWF
Peter Hume Edinburgh University
Rebecca Bergh Scottish Natural Heritage
Rebecca Crawford Clyde Marine Planning Partnership
Rhona Fairgrieve Scottish Coastal Forum
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Richard Lilley Project Seagrass
Rory Gordon William Grant Foundation
Rory Root Merchiston Castle School
Ross Preston Rowan Ecology
Sam Collin Scottish Wildlife Trust
Sarah Brown C2W
Sarah Cunningham Scottish Natural Heritage
Sarah Young WWF
Shona Turnbull Orkney Islands Council
Struan Wells Merchiston Castle School
Susanne Underwood Land Use Consultants Ltd
Tara Marshall University of Aberdeen
Tim Brew Pembrokeshire Coastal Forum
Toby Samuels University of Edinburgh
William Turrell Marine Scotland Science


